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The study entitled "Aerosol drug delivery to the lungs during nasal high flow therapy: an in vitro study" represent an interesting in vitro study designed in order to evaluate the possibility to develop an efficient nose-to-lung delivery system in order to overcome the current limitations related to previous studies that have failed, with NHF systems, to deliver substantial amounts of pharmaceutical aerosols to the lungs.

The used substance was a solution of 80% mannitol and 20% l-leucine.

The used device open a clinical question. In particular, is not clear as the HandiHaler (device for DPI) could be use for a pMDI. We don't have an HH device as spray. The used device is a mix between HH and Respimat?

What are the clinical implications and the future improvement? We'll see a change from HH DPI to HH pMDI? Probably should be better to use a device used in real life normally. This point could be better explained and contextualize take in account the current clinical practice.

- The Introduction section must be modify in two points. First, from line 52 to 59: the point is that, not COPD "per se" must be treated with oxygen, but COPD pts with Respiratory failure. So, is the respiratory failure that must be treated with Oxygene. Please better rewrite.

Second, from line 65 to 67: the more frequent COPD infection is not the pneumoniae but the acute exacerbation of COPD. The sentence "Pneumonia can trigger acute exacerbations of COPD" must be delete.
- The primary study outcome/objective should be more clearly rewritten and detailed.

- The conclusion must be implemented with regards to the future clinical applications. Should be underline that the developed system is an "in vitro" model.
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